The introduction of the temporal analysis in Logic has stimulated di erent approaches, some of them arti cially opposed, such as to consider an absolute or relative nature of time, to consider points or intervals or to consider di erent time flows . . . In this paper we develop a temporal logic that combines these approaches to have a logic with a good computational behaviour. This logic, which we call LNint, is a modal logic that combines the treatment of points and intervals and declarations about dates and dated intervals like temporal logics with temporal arguments, or like rei ed logics and consequently, we obtain a mixture of the absolute and relative approaches to the treatment of time.
Introduction
The notion of time is intrinsic to all human activity. Our lives pass along the time, and during our lifetimes we think, plan, perceive, make decisions,. . .
Temporal analysis now forms an important part of Logic. It was conceived by Aristotle, but has been continually developed so that it now advances many ideas and concepts and raises many questions. We list a few of these here:
Is the nature of time absolute or relative? The approach to the absolute involves treating temporal assertions according to the date in which they occur, as, for example, in the logics proposed by McDermott 17] and Allen 3] , 4]. On the other hand, when we consider relativity, time is not de ned absolutely, but the passage of time is marked by occurrences. Most modal logics, like the USF logic of Dov Gabbay 12] , Tempura of Moszkowski 20] , or the logic proposed by Halpern and Shoham 14] adopt this relative approach. We must seek the most appropriate logic for our desired temporal analysis and decide whether it should be a temporal logic based on points or on intervals. To 1. INTRODUCTION 747 there are several areas of`peaceful coexistence' within which points and intervals are mutually de nable.
Our option is based on the assumption that it is di cult to think of an application that needs to represent implicit or explicit knowledge of time with a total abstraction of the instant in which we nd ourselves when we possess, or wish to transmit, to acquire or to modify this knowledge. For example, if we a rm that`the robot executes the task in three hours' 1 , this statement will only be true if one interval t; t+3] existed in the past during which the robot executed the required task, or if we nd ourselves in one interval t; t + 3] during which the robot is carrying out the task, and then we a rm that the robot will nish it at the instant t + 3, or that there will be one interval t; t + 3] in the future during which the robot will execute the task.
In our opinion, we must distinguish clearly which statements express: a) a declaration that refers to an instant; b) a declaration that refers to an interval; or c) a declaration that refers to an instant that belongs to an interval , and obtain a logic that allows to treat this statements jointly.
In this paper we continue this argument and introduce a natural extension of point temporal logic over discrete time LN 6] , to show that this extension (which we call LNint) will allow us to express the above declarations and all the possible temporal relations between points and intervals, that include those cited in 4].
LN logic (and its extension to continuous time RLN 9] ) are characterized by their natural connectives that are based on the concepts of precedence and posteriority, and on the next (last) occurrence of a formula, and by the topological semantics that are strongly based on the nature of the time flow (well-order of N and completeness of R).
Two types of basic expressions appear in LNint:
Expressions about points, that include points that belong to intervals. We introduce connectives de ned in LN to help us carry out this task, and these will allow us to express temporal relations between points, between intervals, and between points and intervals, and, in addition, to explain concepts such as the next interval, the last interval, and the inferior and superior extremes of an interval. Expressions about events, with a syntax inspired by the logic of Halpern and Shoham 14] . The authors of this paper opine that by using this approach we can treat the intervals in a modal form appropriate for computation.
We choose the Halpern and Shoham logic for its generality, and because this logic subsumes other temporal logics. Moreover, it uses temporal operators like the relations of abutment, initial sub-interval and super-interval and nal sub-interval and super-interval, that are widely accepted in the literature.
We choose LN for two important reasons: the computational adequacy of its connectives and the novelty of its topological semantics, that makes explicit the nature of the time flow and helps the search for automatic procedures (see 6], 8] and 11]). Section 2 presents the syntax and semantics of LNint logic together with a discussion showing that the above objectives are attained. Section 3 details as useful connectives can be de ned in LNint how we can de ne in LNint connectives that implement the approaches above mentioned. LNint is a modal temporal logic for handling points and intervals. At the syntactic level, we begin considering two components, one to collect assertions about: points, points that belong to intervals and dates; and other collecting events. We use atomic events in a similar sense to that used by Allen, i.e., expressions about intervals which are not true at the subintervals nor, more speci cally, at the points of the interval over which the expression is a rmed. These initial components, although separated at rst, will be extended later to collect mixed concepts, to reach nally a perfect semantic cohabitation. This cohabitation takes shape in the following idea: we talk about points or intervals in LNint, but we are always in an (evaluation) point, the current instant or present. Later, we abstract this instant. In this way, we can avoid the ambiguous concept of the current interval that the interval modal logics impose. The concept of current interval is not very intuitive and less computationally manageable and appropriate.
LNint permits better absolute treatment of time than other modal temporal logics, because we can deal with xed instants and intervals, or concrete dates. This allows us to handle points and intervals, when needed, like temporal logics with temporal arguments, or like rei ed logics. In this way, we obtain a mixture of the absolute and relative approaches to the treatment of time.
Our reason for introducing LNint is to obtain the bene ts of combination of several approaches to represent temporal knowledge.
Before we present the syntax and semantics of LNint, we must point out that the time flow in LNint is (T; +; ) isomorphic to (I; ; +).
Syntax of LNint
The Alphabet: The alphabet is formed by the following symbols:
I) An enumerable set p = fp; q; : : : ; p 1 ; q 1 ; : : : ; p n ; q n ; : : :g of point atoms that formalize statements whose executions take place in an instant. For example,`the robot receives an interruption signal' (assuming that the signal is instantaneous). In p we also formalize statements about points that belong to intervals, in which we will understand the a rmation over that interval to be the conjunction of the a rmation over the instants that belong to the interval. For example, the a rmation over the interval t 1 III) An enumerable set int = f ; ; : : : ; 1 ; 1 ; : : : ; n ; n ; : : :g of atomic events (in the sense explained above).
2. THE LNINT LOGIC 749 For example, may symbolize the statements`I have run 100 m.', or`the robot executed the X routine (completely)'; these statements will be untrue at the points of the interval over which we a rm them. So, we di erentiate three classes of atomic propositions: Those whose executions take place in an instant. Those that name an instant. Those that refer to events.
IV) The symbols > and ?, to denote truth and falsity, respectively. V) The punctuation symbols "; #; ? !, , ] and`,' . We will use this symbols "; # and ? ! to combine points and events. VI) The set of Boolean connectives f:;^; _; !; $g.
VII) The symbols of point temporal binary connectives 4 and < 4 and < are the primitive connectives of LN 6] VIII) The last item is one of the assumptions we make in this paper, because we considered only non-instantaneous intervals and events. We consider declarations about intervals of zero duration as declarations about points. On the other hand, we consider that, according to the needs of the applications on which we are working, the statement`the 1st July 1993' can be a declaration that refers to an instant and, thus, the statement July 1993 = def 1st July 1993, 31st July 1993]' is a declaration that refers to interval, speci cally, is an event (in the sense that Allen uses).
We consider that the temporal connectives have the same priority, and a higher priority than the binary Boolean connectives.
The temporal unary connectives of the events can be informally described as follows: We de ne later the connective that collects the linking between events and dated intervals , because we have not yet the assembled elements.
II. The`points language' L p .
Our intention was to formalize with this language the declarations about points, and the declarations about intervals inherited by the points belonging to intervals and the declarations about dates. L p is based on the language of the LN logic, extended to talk about dates. We describe the temporal connectives informally as follows: This connective tells us if a formula A is true at a given instant; it is independent of the instant in which we are located, i.e., we deliberately ignore the current instant, and this allows us to make declarations (in rst order LNint) like, for example 753 Now that we have de ned L int and L p , to avoid the intrinsic use of the interval language, we need to extend L p to treat the events by using points. Of course, although it is true that events in themselves have no sense in the points of the interval over which we a rm them, it is also true that every event must have a start instant and an end instant, and that the event takes place at every point between them. The foregoing consideration is evident for a discrete flow of time and it can be extended rigorously for dense or continuous time flows, using the notions of real-present, real-past and realfuture introduced in 9]. From these considerations, we can now characterize events by their start and end instants, and the points of their course. They are formalized in the extension of L p which we denote as c L p which we de ne continuously as: For each atomic event 2 int we consider the following three propositions: -" is read at a given point in time as: this is the starting instant of the event .
-# is read at a given point in time as: this is the ending instant of the event .
-? ! is read at a given point in time as: this is an instant at which the event is happening. For example, let be the atomic event`the robot executes the X routine (completely)', then:
-" is true at t if the robot starts the execution of the X routine at the instant t.
-# is true at t if the robot nishes the execution of the X routine at the instant t.
-? ! is true at t if t lies strictly inside the interval during which the robot is executing the X routine. Now we de ne I p as follows: Now, we have all the elements we need for to establish the nal language of LNint, which we shall de ne as follows:
IV. The language L of LNint. A between m; n] = (A n) at m -We can make declarations about the occurrence of an event between two instants:
(m 4 "A)^(#A 4 n)^("A #A) at m which says that event A occurs at least once during the interval m, n].
Once we have introduced the language, we de ne the semantics, which must con rm the readings of the connectives.
Topological semantics of LNint
The semantics of LNint is de ned considering (T; +; ) as the time flow. It uses as key concepts the following:
For all w A and all time instants t, m + tA = minft 0 j t 0 is an instant after t such that A is true at t 0 g and m ? tA = maxft 0 j t 0 is an instant before t such that A is true at t 0 g we convey that min ; = +1, and that max ; = ?1 and consider extended, in the usual way, to T f+1g f?1g. 
t) \ h(P) .
The function h can be extended to any w of L as follows (we denote the w s of L using the calligraphic letters P, Q; : : :): Here it is important to make some re ections to emphasize that our semantics has the expected behaviour with respect to the (de ned)`events formulas'. These re ections have encouraged interesting discussions with several linguists:
How do we discern if a statement of the natural language is or is not an event? Apparently, in the case of an atomic statement, it would be appropriate to see whether it is su cient to add the adverb`completely'. So, the robot executes the task in three hours' is an event, because we can say: the robot completely executes the task in three hours' This is in full agreement with the assumption that the above statement is not true at the subintervals nor, more speci cally, at the points of the interval over which the expression is a rmed. But, what happens with non-atomic statements? When is an event de ned by a statement such as:
In the interval 4, 6], the robot executes the task X 1 or the task X 2 ' Would we accept the following statement as de ning an event?:
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In the interval 2,7], the robot executes (completely) the task X 1 ' and in the interval 4, 6], the robot executes (completely) the task X 2 '. Intuitively it is not unreasonable to accept such a de nition, but we must also modify our de nition of the intervals associated with events. For example, we may de ne: Are they equivalent? To a rm that they are is the same as asserting the distributivity of at I with respect to _.
To answer these questions obliges us to adopt a clear position. We think that the least problematic for using LNint is to impose the distributivity of at I with respect to _ and, therefore, the given semantics for H(A _ B) is necessary. 
Another discussion
Now we have introduced the semantics of LNint, we address the problem referred to by Allen and Hayes in 1]:
. . . if we would like to maintain the law of the excluded middle, consider a period I 1 over which a property P is true, which is followed by a period I 2 over which P is false. We know that I 1 and I 2 cannot overlap in any way, i.e., there is no subperiod of I 1 that is also a subpart of I 2 . If this were the case, then P would both be simultaneously true and false over the subpart, and the logic would be inconsistent . . . ' Vila 24] also approached this problem. This problem is mentioned to justify that we need a di erent approach from that used by most of the point-based logics, which start considering the hypothesis that time corresponds to di erent mathematical structures, like real or rational numbers. interpreting that in t 0 a dance to one rhythm nishes and another starts to another rhythm.
If we were working with a continuous time flow, we could qualify at this point a ballerina's skill that makes the following statement true #(Dance excerpt from Swans lake)^"(Dance excerpt from The Nutcracker) 3 
Interval connectives of hereditary assertions in LNint
In what we have seen until now, LNint only has connectives to treat intervals associated with events. But there are clearly other classes of interval expressions, like those inherited by the interval points, (as in the case of the previously mentioned examplè the name of the robot is R2D2') that, with the available connectives, can only be handled with point connectives . To ll this need, we now present a collection of temporal connectives de ned in LNint.
Here, when we talk about intervals, we refer to closed and non-punctual intervals. As we will show later, to de ne new connectives that will permit intervals of zero duration (with a single point) is not di cult because this extension leads us to use point expressions, and we already have a very appropriate collection of temporal connectives for this purpose. With these connectives we can detect past and future intervals, as well as their extremes. We shall now de ne interval relations in the future. The de nitions about past intervals can be made following the mirror image.
Intervals temporal relations between (future) hereditary propositions
We will begin by concentrating on temporal relations between two intervals. As Allen 4] declared, two intervals can relate in twelve ways, although not all of them arè needed', because we can consider some of them as primitive relations and de ne the rest as functions of the primitives. Thus, in the case of the interval modal logics based on these twelve connectives, we can consider six of them as primitives, as Shoham showed in 22] . Nevertheless, in our case these conclusions are not valid, because we have changed reference and left the current interval and talk from the current instant, and from this point we describe what will happen in the future intervals. It is su cient in this situation to de ne ve temporal relations; the rest will be de nable as functions of these ve, which we call basic connectives (remember that the primitive point connectives of LNint are 4 and <). Moreover, the change of reference transforms the original unary connectives of the interval modal logic into binary forms, because we must name the two related intervals. This represents an important contribution to the expressiveness of LNint, because in the other interval temporal logics that only use binary connectives (as the Halpern and Shoham logic) it is impossible to express certain temporal relations between three intervals (chop, for instance). These relations can be expressed in LNint, by employing chop as a basis, and without introducing speci c connectives.
Moreover, we can de ne relations between any number of intervals, because we can accede to their extremes, which are the key to de ne any relation.
Note
Until now, the connectives that we have de ned represent stronger interval relations than those we can nd in more widely used interval logics. That allows us to express and to relate assertions about punctual intervals. We cannot do this with our collection of connectives and moreover our connectives always refer to the next maximal interval. Fortunately, it is easy to re-de ne the binary interval connectives to weaken them su ciently to obtain connectives adequate for the application in mind.
Continuing this discussion, we de ne the very weak abutment relation, that we denote as ab The simplicity of this relation (a symptom of its weakness) justi es our decision to consider only maximal and non punctual intervals. Looking at the above expression, we can see that the fact that we now allow punctual intervals without other constraints places us in the eld of point logics, and consequently, there is no sense in re-de ning punctual connectives as interval connectives. This fact will be taken into account in applications by including constraints such as: if d + max (A) = 0 re-de ne the expression as a point expression.
In any case, we can adopt intermediate postures between these two approaches that we might call radicals (very weak or very strong); LNint is su ciently expressive to de ne intermediate strength relations.
Thus we proceed to de ne an abutment relation, a little stronger than ab The principal conclusion is that we have obtained a modal temporal logic which appears very appropriate for computation for two reasons :
We take as our start point the LN logic that is characterized by its natural semantics and by its very adequate connectives for computation. These are based on the concepts of precedence and posteriority, and on the next (last) occurrence of a formula. We chose not to consider the current interval, an ambiguous concept from the computational viewpoint, because it is di cult to be speci c: at every moment we are located in a`nows hierarchy' formed by the current instant|today, this week, this month, this year, etc., 2]. This does not agree well with the real functioning of a computer. Point temporal logics are more tractable than the interval ones, as shown in 25] . Because of all these reasons, it is more appropriate to work in terms of the current instant.
On the other hand, we arrive at two conclusions that refer to the expressive power of LNint:
LNint has total expressive power in what concerns point temporal expressions, because it has LN logic as a`sublogic'|it is enough to consider the sublanguage L p and the corresponding restriction of h. LN is equivalent to the US (until-since) Although this work is based on a discrete flow of time, the extension to handle continuous time is immediate because it is already available, viz. RLN 9], a point temporal logic over real time whose semantics is the natural extension to R (the real line) of the LN semantics.
